
Width matters too!

Surgeons need the jaw to open 
adequately to perform the 
intended function; not all do!
This suggests that others 
suppliers compromise on quality.

The finest jaws can only be realised by having a slender shaft that still 
retains the strength needed to hold the jaw in place when operated.

Is it clean?
Our Crocodile Forceps receive 
100% inspection to ensure they 
are free from contamination.

Quality
assurance
We conduct full inspections and 
dimensional checks on every instrument.

Blemishes, reflections, true and straight

Microscopic attention

Everything is magnified so you will notice 
immediately when things are not right. Traditionally 
this has been an important reason for the switch to 
Single-use and our responsibility is to maintain the 
quality even under such a focus.

Pattern
makes perfect!
Hartman, Henckel, Ormerod Forceps and Scissors are 
just a few to mention and each is adapted to suit a 
particular functions with serrated, cupped, elongated 
jaws or straight or curved blades

Perfection delivered
Crocodile Forceps have been a core product in our development over eleven years. As one of the 
first lines we identified as needing improved quality, it has served as a benchmark for much of our 
more recent innovation.

However, all the investment in getting the product right only matters when we deliver it 
consistently as partof a service our customers can rely on. 97% of all our orders are despatched 
the same day in which they are received.

Get a
grip!

Speculate
on jaw size

Misaligned tips can mean the 
force needed to hold something is 

excessive and not sustainable.

Single-use products have their differences 
sometimes they are too short and hard to 
reach into the ear canal, or conversely too 
long and not comfortable to use.

Small is beautiful!
For Paediatric use or where good vision is 
critical, our Extra Fine Crocodile Forceps 
offer a jaw size of 3.5mm by 0.9mm.

3.5mm by 
0.9mm

fit easily

Do

es the jaw open?
Does

size
matter?
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